
True HEPA-13 Air Purifier

TMSterra Moon

Dimensions: 24.4 x 24.4 x 56.4 cm

Built in Timer (2, 4, 6, 8 hrs)

3 Modes Available (High, Mid, Sleep)

Releases healthy ions
to bind with airborne viruses,
dust particles, free radicals,
and pollen for easy cleanup.

IONIC

Kills/inactivates airborne
bacteria, mould, viruses,
and pathogens by destroying
their DNA/RNA using UV-C.

UV-TECH

WIFI
CONTROL

UP TO

35

True HEPA-13 Air Purifier

TMSterra Moon

Remove dust, viruses, smoke, foul odour,
and pollutants in the air effectively to

protect your loved ones at home.

With 2 Powerful Technologies To Choose From:
UV Tech and Ionic

BREATHE IN FRESH, CLEAN AIR AT HOME

Powerful Hospital-Grade
Air Purifier

Proven to remove up to 99.97% of all airborne
pollutants down to 0.3 microns using the most powerful,

medical-grade True HEPA-13 Filtration.

It's the same filter grade hospitals use to decontaminate
their wards and minimise the spread of airborne infections. 

So you and your family can breathe in truly fresh, clean,
 pollution-free air at home.

Protects against airborne dust,
viruses, smoke, haze, etc

Whisper-quiet - goes as low as
20 dB on its lowest fan settings

Modern and sleek Covers up to 35m  areas2

Delivers 280 m /hr of
clean air

3 Medical Grade Filtration
- it uses the same filter grade 

hospitals use to 
decontaminate their rooms

Removes odours and
formaldehyde

Captures large and microns
particles

Pet-friendly Lightweight and saves
you space

Durable and long-lasting Measures air particulates
(PM 2.5) in real-time

Shows you the air quality with
a ring colour indicator

Energy-saving - consumes up
to 47% lower electricity than

other brands

Available in 2 options (Ionic and UV Tech)



Sterra Moon™ effectively
cleans and freshens your air

HOW DOES STERRA MOON™
MEDICAL-GRADE AIR PURIFIER

PURIFY THE AIR?

Sterra Moon™ uses a world-class, 3-in-1
Air Purification system—which includes the
most powerful True HEPA-13—to trap even

nanoparticles as small as 0.1 microns. 

It’s the same ones hospitals use to efficiently
filter out airborne contaminants, so you can be
confident you’re getting the cleanest, freshest

air you deserve.

Sieves out and
captures large

particles such as
hair, dust, lint,

and pet fur.

PATENTED
PRE-FILTER

Blocks viruses
 bacteria, pet 
dander, dust

mites, PM 2.5,
and more!

TRUE
HEPA-13

Removes odour
and VOC
including

smoke and
formaldehyde.

ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL

Contaminants and microorganisms
in the air put your health at risk

Foul odour, smoke, pet fur, allergens, even viruses and
bacteria from sneezing and coughing, dust, and other

pollutants in the air could affect your and your
loved ones' health.

But with Sterra Moon™ True HEPA-13 Air Purifier—
a medical-grade air purifier that captures up to 99.97%
of all airborne contaminants—you can breathe in clean

 fresh and healthy air and protect your family
against airborne contaminants.

With a ring colour indicator to show
 you the air quality in real-time.

Real-Time
Air Quality Sensor.

REMOVES UP TO 99.97%
OF ALL AIRBORNE PARTICLES

Smoke Dust PM2.5Allergens

Viruses BacteriaFoul OdourPet Fur

and many more...

www.sterra.sg

Get yours now!

Sterra Moon™ protects
every family in SG

Destroys the threatening viruses, bacteria, dust, mould,
and particles that trigger and worsen allergy and respiratory
problems to keep your loved ones safe and healthy.

FAMILIES WHO CARE ABOUT HEALTH

Eliminates awful secondhand smoke, air pollution,
haze, and cooking smells at home.

SMOKE-PRONE HOMES

Protects your sensitive loved ones against dangerous
airborne contaminants.

INFANTS, CHILDREN, AND
PREGNANT WOMEN

Makes your home more comfortable and
safer to live in for the elderly.

THE ELDERLY

Neutralises foul odours from pets and gets rids of animal
danders, furs, and more.

PET-FRIENDLY HOMES


